
Betaminic Draw System 
 
A 100% Automated Betfair Betting System – The Betaminic Draw System from www.bettingsystemsguide.com  
 
Aim: £2,000 bank trying to make £400 GBP per month. 
+40 points per month average profit with my BFBM bot set (+14 points per month without) 
200 point bank 
-120 point drawdowns 
Costs: 140 EUR (120 GBP) per month BetaminicDraw Subscription (Cheaper and simpler than following directly 
through Betaminic) 
(Also needs a 10 GBP per month Bf Bot Manager Subscription) 
 
1 Overview 
2 Detailed Setup Guide 
 
1 Overview 
 
Key Data: 
Monthly Results (Running since November 17th 2023) 
Below are my results from my 5 bots run through the BetaminicDraw tips feed via TippingSports over the past 4 
months. 

 

(2024-3-11 screenshot) 

 

£10 Bots Screenshot (2024-3-10) Bot Bot 
Started 

ROI Months 
Running 

Points per 
month 

 

A1 2023-11-17 -1.84% 4 -0.85 

A2 2023-11-17 +10.00% 4 +14.35 

A3 2023-11-17 +12.70% 4 +14.13 

A4 2023-11-17 +12.78% 4 +9.75 

A5 2023-11-17 +22.25% 4 +13.19 

A6 2024-2-19 -7.09% 1 -9.41 

    +41 

 
The data suggests £410 average profit per month on £10 stakes with a £2,000 bank is possible. 
 

There are 2 ways to follow the Betaminic Draw System. 
The Betaminic Draw system can be followed with trigger tips from TippingSports or from the Betamin Builder. 
First, I will explain the simple way (TippingSports), then the more complicated way (Betamin Builder). 
 
  

http://www.bettingsystemsguide.com/
https://www.tippingsports.com/en/profile/9154


Method 1: Get trigger tips from TippingSports 
 
Pros:  
It is cheaper to follow through TippingSports rather than the Betamin Builder over the long term.  
You only need to follow one source, TippingSports. Getting tips through the Betamin Builder means you need to 
follow each individual strategy. At the moment, 10 strategies are used and one of them you need to duplicate and 
create yourself in your private strategies area. 
You only need one bot set of 7 bots instead of 70 bots which the full Betamin Builder set would use. (10 draw 
strategies x 7 bots = 70 bots) But in theory, even with the Betamin Builder version, you could send all thepicks to one 
bot set of 7 bots. 
 
Cons:  
You cannot include/exclude individual draw strategies yourself. I choose which draw strategies are used in the 
BetaminicDraw system.  
You cannot see each strategy/bot set to view how each strategy’s bots are performing individually. All tips are sent to 
one bot set. 
 
System Requirements:  
Betfair account (Free)  
TippingSports Account (Free), 
Bf Bot Manager software subscription (£10 per month) 
BetaminicDraw System Subscription (£120 per month with 12-month subscription) 
Optional: 
VPS subscription (£20 per month) 
InPlayTrading data feed subscription (£20 per month) 
 
Setup costs: 
£2,000 betting bank (aiming to make +£400 per month.) 
£120 for 12-month BF Bot Manager Subscription 
£1,440 for 12-month BetaminicDraw Subscription 
£3,560 needed to start and run this for 12 months 
Aiming to make +£4,800 profit - £1,560 costs = +£3,240 net profit over 12 months. 
 
How to Follow 
1. Get a www.Betfair.com account. 
2. Get the Bf Bot Manager automated betting software. (Free 7-day trial, £10 per month subscription) 
3. Email me at bettingsystemsguide@gmail.com to ask for the “BetaminicDraw bot set for TippingSports”. 
4. Import the bot set to your BFBM. Edit the stake settings in my bots to match your chosen starting bank. (Default 
setting is 1 GBP stakes with a 200 GBP starting bank.) Setup Match Odds and Correct Score markets autoloading. 
Then, start the bots! 
5. Get a www.tippingsports.com account (FREE to sign up, do not pay for their automated betting service, we are 
using BFBM). Connect your TippingSports account to your Bf Bot Manager (see the detailed instructions below, or the 
TippingSports manual p20.) 
6. On TippingSports, click “Follow” on the TippingSports account “BetaminicDraw”. These are the core strategy tips.  
7. Pay the subscription fee for the subscription length you choose to Betaminic (not me) via PayPal to 
sales@betaminic.com. (If you want to pay by bank transfer in EUR or GBP, then ask tom.hudson@betaminic.com for 
details) 

Discounts are available for longer subscriptions. 
1 month subscription - 200 EUR per month 
3 month subscription - 540 EUR (10% discount: 180 EUR per month) 
6 month subscription - 960 EUR (20% discount: 160 EUR per month) 
12 month subscription - 1,680 EUR (30% discount: 140 EUR per month) Lowest monthly cost. 

8. Email tom.hudson@betaminic.com to tell him your TippingSports username so that he can approve your account 
to follow the tips. The next new tips should then appear in your BFBM Manage Tips form when they next get sent. 
 
 
 

http://www.betfair.com/
http://www.tippingsports.com/
https://www.bfbotmanager.com/affiliate/364
https://www.tippingsports.com/en/profile/9154
https://www.simplyhosting.com/vps
http://www.inplaytrading.com/season_2023-2024_offers?a=32176
http://www.betfair.com/
https://www.bfbotmanager.com/affiliate/364
mailto:bettingsystemsguide@gmail.com
http://www.tippingsports.com/
https://www.tippingsports.com/documents/TippingSports-manual.pdf
https://www.tippingsports.com/en/profile/9154
mailto:sales@betaminic.com
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My recommended bot set 
The bot set I will send you is this one “Set 039”. It is setup for a £200 starting bank with £1 stakes. 
Pleas adjust it to your starting bank level which is stake x 200. 

  



2 Detailed Setup Guides 
 
How to connect TippingSports to the Bf Bot Manager 

1 Sign up for TippingSports. (Free, you do not need to pay them anything, ever.) 

2 Go to your account page.  
Click on the “Automated betting” tab. 
Copy the URL lower down on this page in the “Automated betting on tips by Bf Bot Manager V3” section. 

 
3 Paste this URL into your Bf Bot Manager “Manage tips” form area. 

Strategies > Manage tips > Tips auto loading 
Make sure you tick the “Active” checkbox on the left of the URL row to activate receiving tips from that URL. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Be sure to change the “Reload from URL” time to every 2 minutes. 

 
 
Also make sure “Match Odds” and “Correct Score” markets are being autoloaded. 

 
4 Click follow on the “BetaminicDraw” profile page. 

 
5 Email tom.hudson@betaminic.com to tell him your TippingSports username so that he can approve your 

account to receive the tips. 

 
 

https://www.tippingsports.com/en/profile/9154
mailto:tom.hudson@betaminic.com


Method 2: Get trigger tips from Betaminic’s Betamin Builder 
 
Pros:  
You can include/exclude individual draw strategies yourself.  This makes it much easier to see if one draw strategy 
from the system has lost its edge while the others are still working. Then you can remove just that failing one. 
You can see each strategy/bot set to view how each strategy’s bots are performing individually. All tips are sent to 
one bot set. 
You also have the choice of sending all trigger tips to one bot setoff 7 bots instead of the larger set. 
 
Cons:  
It is cheaper to follow through TippingSports rather than the Betamin Builder over the long term.  
Getting tips through the Betamin Builder means you need to follow each individual strategy. At the moment, 10 
strategies are used and one of them you need to duplicate and create yourself in your private strategies area. 
TippingSports needs only one source, TippingSports. 
10 draw strategies need 70 bots, which is quite a lot.  (10 draw strategies x 7 bots = 70 bots) But in theory, even with 
the Betamin Builder version, you could send all the picks to one bot set of 7 bots if you preferred. 
 
System Requirements:  
Betfair account (Free)  
Betaminic Account (Free),  
Bf Bot Manager software subscription (£10 per month) 
Betamin Bulder Pick Pack (Starts from €29 for 25 pick Starter pick pack, and the full set of trigger strategies averages 
at €285 per month with the Premier 2,000 pick pack.) 
Optional: 
VPS subscription (£20 per month) 
InPlayTrading data feed subscription (£20 per month) 
 
How to Follow 
1. Get a www.Betfair.com account. 
2. Get a Betaminic account. Buy a Betamin Bulder Pick Pack. Email support@betaminic.com and ask “Please activate 
my BFBM URL for automated betting” 
3. Get the Bf Bot Manager automated betting software. (Free 7-day trial, £10 per month subscription) 
4. Connect your Betamin Builder to your Bf Bot Manager software by pasting you Betaminic BFBM URL into the BFBM 
“Betaminic form”. 
5. Email me at bettingsystemsguide@gmail.com to ask for the “Betaminic Draw bot sets for the Betamin Builder”. Tell 
me if you want the big set (70 bots) or the small set (7 bots). 
6. Import the bot sets to your BFBM. Edit the stake settings in my bots to match your chosen starting bank. Setup 
Match Odds and Correct Score markets autoloading. Then, start the bots! 
7. In the Betamin Builder, find and “follow” each of the draw strategies you want to use. You can click on these links 
below to go to them directly. 

1 nul x a - b by nirnouta50 (TW 
version) AL WR33% 

https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1219900 
 

2 Draw / Strategie / 3 AL WR33% https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1219890 

3 Golden 6 No 6 Draws are in late V2 
AL 32%WR 

https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1213700 

4 Empate Equipos igualados https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/924392 

5 draw top https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/115054 

6 Golden 6 No1 Big vs Good V2 AL https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1213649  

7 Back the Draw (2020) v1 Dell 
(Update 2023-12-5) Y5% WR34% 

https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1269991  

8 Missing Draws - Top Leagues https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/19890  

9 Mid Table Team (Updated 2023-12-
5) AL 

(This is a duplicated and edited version of "Mid Table Team" 
https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/595258 . I edited the 
original strategy to include all 111 leagues in order to increase bet volume. 
If you want to use this one, you will have to duplicate and edit the strategy 
in your private strategies area of the Betamin Builder.) 

10 HDQ Unders Draws (5Y PI Version) https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1272190  
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8. The next new tips should then appear in your BFBM Manage Tips form when they next get sent. 
 

Betaminic Draw Bot System (5 strategies running since October 18th 2023, 4 more added December 18th 
2023, 1 more added Feb 18th 2024) 6 bots x 9 strategies = 54 bots, Correct Score bot to be added, 7 bots x 10 = 70 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
How does the bot set work? 
Bot A1 receives a pick from Betaminic and places a draw bet at the opposite price. This means it will have many bets 
unmatched and lapsed, but it will have a higher ROI. (The opposite price means the odds currently show as the pink 
lay price, not the blue back price.) 
Bot B2 places a draw bet on the same selection A1 did but at the current back price available. This is the core trend 
that we are following. 
Bot B3 places an extra draw bet on the same selection A1 did but in-play at the current odds if a goal is scored.  



Bot B4 places an extra draw bet on the same selection A1 did but in-play at the opposite odds if a goal is scored.  
Bot B5 places an extra draw bet on the same selection A1 did but in-play at the opposite odds +4 ticks if a goal is 
scored.  
Bot B6 (not yet added, but I will do if you request) places a bet on the pre-match 0-0 Correct Score selection. 
Bot T7 (not yet added, but I will do if you request) places a tracker bet on the pre-match draw selection. This is reset 
periodically to track the short term win rate. 
 
Long term win rate % 
The long-term win rate of the core strategy is the key statistic I use to know if it is in a short-term losing run or not. I 
use a tracker bot to tell me the win rate of the current losing run. This gives me an idea of if the bot set results are 
based on a good run or a bad run. For example, if the long-term win rate is 33%, then if the bot set is making a loss 
but the win rate is 15%, then I know it is just a statistically unlucky run without draws and I don’t panic, and I know 
that win rate will eventually come back up to 33%. Based on this, when the short-term win rate is under 20%, I 
sometimes increase stakes knowing that the draw bets are due to bring the win rate back up to 33%. My stop loss on 
this system is if the bots are making a loss and the win rate is at 33%. This would mean that the value has gone from 
this selection method.  
 
Important: Please note that Betaminic Is only responsible for generating picks in your Betamin Builder account. They 
are not responsible for making the Bf Bot Manager software or my bots work, so make sure that your BFBM bots are 
setup before your click to follow the Betaminic strategies since they will not refund picks generated in your Betaminic 
account but not bet on in the Bf Bot Manager since that is not part of their service. 
 
See detailed instructions below: 

  



STEP 1: How to connect your Betaminic account to your Bf Bot Manager software 
1. First, login to your Betaminic Builder on the Betaminic website. Go to the "Bf Bot Manager" tab in the Betamin 
Builder.  
2. Copy the first URL on that page by left-clicking on the green "copy" button.  This is the “Recommended URL to 
Export Pending Picks for the next 6 hours”. 
(If your Bf Bot Manager URL is not there, email support@Betaminic.com to ask them to enable it on your 
account. ) 

  
3. In the Bf Bot Manager software, click on the "Manage Tips" button.   

 
4.Click on the "Betaminic auto import settings" button in the Manage tips form.  

 
5. Tick the checkbox to enable "Automatically import tips from your Betaminic account" 
6. Right click and paste your Betaminic URL into this field. 
7. Click "Save" to keep these settings and exit this form. Your Betaminic account and Bf Bot Manager should now 
be linked.  
8. To test, exit the BFBM software and restart it. If any Betaminic picks are available for matches kicking off in the 
next 6 hours, they should display here. Note that it will only download tips if there are picks for matches that will 
kick off within the next 6 hours, but picks appear in the Betamin Builder up to 48 hours before kick-off. 

mailto:support@Betaminic.com


 
9. If the software has imported any tips, you should be able to see them in this Tips form.  

 
Troubleshooting 

A) If no picks appear in your “Manage Tips” form, check your Betaminic Pending Picks page to see if you have 
any picks for games due to kick-off in the enxt 6 hours. Only those tips will be imported. (This is for 
technical reasons connected to how Betfair manages it markets.) 

B) If you want to force a test, you can copy the second “Alternative URL to Export All Available Pending 
Picks” URL from your Betaminc “Bf Bot Manager” page and enter that in the “Download tips from URL” 
form in the Bf Bot Manager “Tips form”. 

 
  



STEP 2: How to import and start my bot sets  
1. In the Bf Bot Manager STRATEGIES tab, click on the “Import strategies” button. 

 
2. From the bot set pack I sent you, extract the file folder and select the .gz bot set to import. 

 
3. If you are ok with the staking levels, you can now start all the bots. (If you want different staking levels, then 
you can edit each bot yourself or ask me to edit the set for your preferred staking level.) 

4.  In the Betamin Builder on the Betaminic website. Find and follow the strategies that you want to follow.  

 
 
Important: Please note that Betaminic Is only responsible for generating picks in your Betamin Builder account. 
They are not responsible for making the Bf Bot Manager software or my bots work, so make sure that your BFBM 
bots are setup before your click to follow the Betaminic strategies since they will not refund picks generated in 
your Betaminic account but not bet on in the Bf Bot Manager since that is not part of their service. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



STEP 3: How to find and follow the Betaminic strategies  
If you are logged into the Betamin Builder, then you can click on the links in my emails or PDF guides to go to the 
strategies. 
 

1 nul x a - b by nirnouta50 (TW 
version) AL WR33% 

https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1219900 
 

2 Draw / Strategie / 3 AL WR33% https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1219890 

3 Golden 6 No 6 Draws are in late V2 
AL 32%WR 

https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1213700 

4 Empate Equipos igualados https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/924392 

5 draw top https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/115054 

6 Golden 6 No1 Big vs Good V2 AL https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1213649  

7 Back the Draw (2020) v1 Dell 
(Update 2023-12-5) Y5% WR34% 

https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1269991  

8 Missing Draws - Top Leagues https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/19890  

9 Mid Table Team (Updated 2023-12-
5) AL 

(This is a duplicated and edited version of "Mid Table Team" 
https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/595258 . I edited the 
original strategy to include all 111 leagues in order to increase bet volume. 
If you want to use this one, you will have to duplicate and edit the strategy 
in your private strategies area of the Betamin Builder.) 

10 HDQ Unders Draws (5Y PI Version) https://www.betaminic.com/system/strategy/details/1272190  

 
You can also search for strategies by name. 

1. To find and follow them: you can “search by name” on the Betamin Builder “Public strategies” page, and follow 
them there by clicking on the green “Follow” button. 

 
 

2. If you want to check what strategies you are following, tick the “Strategies I follow” checkbox and you will see 
only the strategies you are following. They will also have a green tick on their “Follow” buttons. 
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BOT TROUBLESHOOTING 
 

If the bot is not placing bets: 

 

1. Check if tips are being received in your Manage Tips form. 

If there are tips, then the problem is with the BFBM setup. Check your bots, check you market autoloading, 

check your tip import settings. 

If there are no tips, then the problem is that your TippingSports account or Betamin Builder account is not 

properly connected to the BFBM software. 

 
 
 

 
 
  



Betaminic Draw Strategies manual betting on OrbitX Exchange or Smarkets Exchange. 
 
If you do not have access to Betfair, then you can use OrbitX or Smarkets Exchange if they are available to you. 
 
Since Betamin Builder picks get emailed 36-48 hours before kick-off. There is plenty of time to place pre-match bets. 
If you are able to place bets in-play, then you can also try the in-play bets, too.   
 
Smarkets seems to be available in a few more countries than Betfair is.  
Restricted countries as of 2023-11-6: Australia, France, Hong Kong, Switzerland, China, South Africa, Denmark, Czech 
Republic, Belgium, Turkey, the United States, Italy, Portugal, Russia, Belarus, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Norway and the 
Netherlands. 
Please check with their Terms and Conditions if your country is allowed.  
It is possible to create an account directly with and deposit to Smarkets. 

  
 
If you cannot access Smarkets, then OrbitX is another alternative.  
OrbitX is a white label version of Betfair. (Same markets, same liquidity, just a different name.) 

 
But the big difference with OrbitX is that you cannot sign up for or deposit directly into OrbitX. You must go through a 
betting agent site. You first deposit into your betting agent account page and then transfer from there into your 
OrbitX account. There are 2 major betting agents, BetInAsia and AsianConnect. Between them there are only 4 
restricted countries: Aruba, the Philippines, Singapore, the USA and its territories. 
 
I made a comparison table below to make it easier to understand the differences between them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://smarkets.com/
https://help.smarkets.com/hc/en-gb/articles/213469085-Smarkets-Terms-and-Conditions
https://betinasia.com/?utm_source=affiliate176&utm_medium=click&utm_campaign=affiliate%20
https://www.asianconnect88.com/promotion/?pk_kwd=vBU3QD4J1R


List of restricted Countries: Residents of those countries cannot open an account with that betting agent. 

  
 

Licensed and regulated in Curaco, Netherland Antillies. Licensed and regulated in Curaco, Netherland 
Antillies. 

 

 

Only 4 countries restricted by both 

Aruba 
Philippines 
Singapore 

USA and its territories 

Aruba 
Philippines 
Singapore 

USA and its territories 

Restricted by one but not the other 

Australia and its territories 
Austria 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 

Czech Republic 
Democratic People's Republic of Korea 

Denmark 
France and its territories 

Germany 
Greece 

Hungary 
Iran 

Ireland 
Italy 

Lithuania 
Netherlands (including Curacao and other countries and 
territories that form part of the Kingdom of Netherlands) 

Poland 
Portugal 
Romania 
Slovenia 

Spain 
Sudan 

Sweden 
Syria 

Turkey 
United Kingdom 

and any other country which may prohibit the offering on online 
gambling to its residents or to any person within such country 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Afghanistan 
Antarctica 
Azerbaijan 
Bangladesh 

Belize 
Benin 

Bhutan 
Bolivia 

Bonaire 
Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Cambodia 
China 

Guyana 
Hong Kong 
Indonesia 

Laos 
Macau 

Madagascar 
Malaysia 
Myanmar 

Sint Eustatius and Saba 
Taiwan 

Thailand 
Vietnam 

https://betinasia.com/?utm_source=affiliate176&utm_medium=click&utm_campaign=affiliate%20
https://www.asianconnect88.com/promotion/?pk_kwd=vBU3QD4J1R
https://betinasia.com/?utm_source=affiliate176&utm_medium=click&utm_campaign=affiliate%20
https://www.asianconnect88.com/promotion/?pk_kwd=vBU3QD4J1R


PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

  
 

PS3838 account with login credentials (Pinnacle white-label) 
OrbitX (Betfair white-label with 3% comission) 

BLACK (Sportsbook/Exchange aggregator portal – all-in-one tool) 
Direct Betting Sports API Service (For advanced pogrammers 

making their own bots) 
Skype betting 

PS3838 account with login credentials 
(Pinnacle white-label) 

OrbitX (Betfair white-label with 3% comission) 
AsianOdds (Sportsbook/Exchange aggregator 

portal – all-in-one tool) 
Piwi247 account (Pinnacle white-label, Betfair 

white-lable and Evolution Casino) 

DEPOSIT AND WITHDRAWAL METHODS & FEES 

Both betting agents offer the common Skrill, Neteller, Payz and Bitcoin methods. (Note: EcoPayz has rebranded 
to Payz.) 

BetInAsia also offers direct bank transfers and MasterCard deposits in addition to those. 

NO DEPOSIT or WITHDRAWAL FEES* 
*on all payment methods excluding the Credit/Debit card deposit option and 

Bitcoin withdrawals 
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https://www.asianconnect88.com/promotion/?pk_kwd=vBU3QD4J1R


 

 
 

NOTES 

Not available to UK residents. UK and Australia residents can access the site 
via a VPN based in Belgium, Poland or 

Romania. It is not possible to view the site 
directly through a UK IP address.  

If your country is NOT on the above list of 
AsianConnect restricted countries, but you 

cannot view the website then you need to use 
a VPN based in Belgium, Poland or Romania. 

Try TunnelBear for free. 

 
You can sign up through this link. 

https://betinasia.com/?utm_source=affiliate176&utm_medium=
click&utm_campaign=affiliate%20  

 

Sign up through this link to get a 25% deposit 
bonus up to 500 EUR. 

https://www.asianconnect88.com/promotion
/?pk_kwd=vBU3QD4J1R 
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There is no publicly available automated betting software for these exchanges, so you would need to place bets 
manually. 
For manual betting on these draw strategies, you simply place the same 6 bets the BFBM bots would. But it requires 
you to be at your PC when a game is on if you want to be able to place the B3, B4, B5 in-play bets. If you can’t do 
that, then just the A1, B2 and B6 bets are fine. They will still make a profit. But I recommend trying to place the B3 in-
play bets when possible. 
 
Stake: I recommend using 1 point level stakes with a 200-point bank. 
 
Bet 1 Pre-match draw bet at the opposite price. I usually place bets 30 minutes before kick-off. This means it will 
have many bets unmatched and lapsed, but it will have a higher ROI. (The opposite price means the odds currently 
show as the pink lay price, not the blue back price.) 
Bet 2 Pre-match draw bet on the same selection as Bet 1 but at the current back price available. This is the core 
trend that we are following. I usually place bets 5 minutes before kick-off for this one. 
Bet 3 In-Play draw bet on the same selection as Bet1 at the current odds if a goal is scored. E.g. 1-0 or 0-1. Bets are 
placed for goals scored up until the 85th minute. 
Bet 4  In-Play draw bet on the same selection as Bet1 at the opposite odds if a goal is scored. E.g. 1-0 or 0-1. Bets are 
placed for goals scored up until the 85th minute. 
Bet 5 In-Play draw bet on the same selection as Bet1 at the opposite odds plus 4 ticks if a goal is scored. E.g. 1-0 or 0-
1. Bets are placed for goals scored up until the 85th minute. 
Bet 6 Pre-match 0-0 correct score bet. I usually place bets 5 minutes before kick-off for this one. 
 
 


